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INTRODUCTION…ABOUT CHIMA/CCHIM
The Canadian Health Information Management Association (CHIMA) represents approximately 5,000 Health
Information Management (HIM®)1 professionals across Canada and exemplifies leadership and excellence in
health information management. CHIMA supports continuing education and professional practice of HIM
professionals, develops strategic partnerships to advance the development and integration of electronic HIM,
and advocates for and strengthens the HIM role in health care settings across the continuum of care. The
Canadian College of Health Information Management (CCHIM) is a federally chartered college with a long
standing history of program accreditation standards development and maintenance, and learning content
development. CCHIM is also the certifying body for the HIM profession and is responsible for the national
certification examination and HIM credentialing. CHIMA and CCHIM are separate legal entities, although they
are often referred to collectively as CHIMA.
The Canadian Health Information Management Association (CHIMA) defines HIM as the discipline that focuses
on health care data and the management of health care information, regardless of the medium and format.
Vision
Advancing the health care system as the change leader in health information management.
Mission
CHIMA is the national organization that represents leadership and excellence in health information
management.
As a national association, we:
 support continuing education and professional practice of HIM professionals
 develop strategic partnerships to advance the development and integration of electronic HIM advocate for
and strengthen the HIM role in health care settings across the continuum of care
As a federally chartered college, we:
 are the single source of credentialed Health Information Management Professionals
 partner with educational institutions, our members, industry, and employers to develop the competencies,
skills and knowledge for the HIM profession provide essential research and expertise in health information
standards and best practice
As a profession, we:
 contribute to client care, outcomes and safety through the provision of accurate, complete, timely and
accessible health information support the Canadian public by advocating for and monitoring the privacy,
security and confidentiality of personal health information
Values
Learning
1

Leadership

Readiness

Integrity

Collaboration

HIM® is a registered trademark of CHIMA
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LEADERSHIP MESSAGE
From the Board Chair and CEO
Stronger in numbers …sailing into new horizons
As we move forward and implement the CHIMA Chapter Model, we want to first acknowledge the past year’s
events leading up to this monumental event.
This has been an exciting and rewarding year. Not only did we collectively achieve a framework for the new
Chapter Model, thereby changing CHIMA’s history, and broaden our horizons, but we did it with a high level of
engagement from the Provincial Associations and all CHIMA members. This far reaching transformation of both
the Association/College will enable all HIM professionals to sail into a new future.
We are extremely proud of the work achieved in the creation of a National Chapter Model. Through hard work
and strong collaboration with CHIMA members the Association we will become more powerful in numbers as
we open a new book on the story of CHIMA.
CHIMA has actively sought Provincial/Territorial Ministry of Health support, to ensure HIM initiatives are
profiled.

To reach a port, we must sail - sail, not tie at anchor - sail, not drift. Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Gail Crook, CHE, CHIM

Kathleen Addison, CHIM

CEO and Registrar
CHIMA and CCHIM

Chair, Board of Directors
CHIMA and CCHIM
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POSITIONING AND ADVOCACY (Governance)
Rebranding
As CHIMA continued to grow the Association and College, and gain a stronger national voice with the
introduction of the CHIMA Chapter Model, we embarked on a new visual rebranding exercise. Our new brand
will reinforce and strengthen the Association, College and Profession as progressive, influential, credible
subject matter experts in Health Information Management (HIM®). In addition, the new brand supports the
Association and College, as well as individual Chapters, and consists of a unique symbol that represents the
collaborative nature and unified structure of the new CHIMA Model.

Ministry of Health: In collaboration with the rebranding exercise, CHIMA continued to enhance, evolve and
grow the HIM profession, and pave a new and enlightened pathway through a strong advocacy campaign.
CHIMA met with and educated each Provincial Ministry of Health across Canada over the past 12 months on
the value-add of the HIM professional. The Board of Directors and Executive Staff have profiled CHIMA and
CCHIM and its many valuable members that are the very foundation of the HIM profession to Deputy
Ministers, Assistant Deputy Ministers, Policy Makers, and key HIM Stakeholders.
Each Ministry representative acknowledged the impact that HIM’s have in mitigating risk, and providing quality
data. They further recognized the importance of having only certified HIM professionals to code in National
Databases. In addition, the Ministries also expressed concern regarding the key findings outlined in the recent
HI/HIM Human Resource Sector Study.
CHIMA/CCHIM was applauded for our forward thinking, and commitment to advancing data quality, HIM
standards, and analytics on behalf of the health care industry. Each Ministry has expressed that quality data is
essential to improving health care, outcomes and efficiencies, and to advance health care funding models,
being adopted by Ministries of Health.
In order to continue CHIMA’s work to meet the industry’s expanding needs for health information
management; CHIMA identified the need for a sustainable formal funding model, effective the 2016/17 fiscal
year. Some Ministries did offer some financial support if there is a pan-Canadian strategy, however all
Ministries did request a written Value Proposition for consideration of pan-Canadian funding. A formal business
proposal was developed and sent to all Provincial Ministries in mid-December 2015.

Board Policies and Procedures: A sub-committee of the Board of Directors was formed in the Spring of 2015
and was comprised of representatives from the Board of Directors, Council on Education and Professional
Practice, a member at large, and senior Executive Office staff.
This committee was commissioned with the task of undertaking a full review of all Board policies to ensure all
policies were in alignment with the Not-for-Profit (NFP) Act requirements, and CHIMA’s newly approved
Bylaws. Old policies were categorized into groups to mirror CHIMA/CCHIM’s current organization structure.
From that, of the over 75+ original policies, many were re-organized into approximately 36 policies.
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Following the sub-committee’s review, all policies were presented to the Board of Directors in September 2015
for review. The Board of Directors approved the new policies.

Partnerships
Always striving for excellence, and ways to seek out and expand benefits to our members, CHIMA and the
Ontario Hospital Association (OHA) announced a new partnership to deliver premier health information
education across Canada in the Fall of 2015. This exciting new partnership will provide continuing education
opportunities and thought leadership to health information management professionals, and other allied health
groups across the continuum of care.
While most of the e-learning modules will be conducted online utilizing the OHA’s new Virtual e-Learning Tools,
there will also be opportunities to participate in on-site workshops. The first Pilot project with OHA was an
onsite workshop, which provided both partners the opportunity to learn and evaluate different methods of
delivery. The Clinical Documentation Improvement (CDI) Workshop held January 14-15, 2016 was a success.
We now hope to record future sessions for all members to access, as well as work with the OHA to develop and
distribute Virtual eLearning opportunities.

National and International Leadership
Nationally
CIHI Strategic Session –CIHI hosted Strategic Planning Sessions across Canada, and invitations were extended
to key stakeholders to seek health care industry feedback on initiatives to assist CIHI in finalizing their Strategic
Plan. Gail Crook was invited to participate in the Ontario session and Kathleen Addison, the Alberta session.
As a result of consultations a great deal of insight into the needs of their stakeholders and how they can better
support them was achieved. The CIHI Strategic Plan was released in March 2016. All members should review
this document as it could effect your future –https://www.cihi.ca/en/strategicplan2016-2021-enweb.pdf
Presentation to University Students – Women in Leadership Presentation by Gail Crook for the National
Institute for Health Informatics (NIHI). Gail Crook also presented to Dr. Candace Gibson and university
students at Western University in London, Ontario.
eHealth - A View into Your Future - Health Informatics and Health Information Management Human Resources
Outlook 2014-2019; presented by Kelly Abrams, VP CCHIM, and Don Newsham, past CEO COACH.
ITAC Sessions – By invitation only, Gail Crook was invited to participate in a session regarding International
Trade with Minister Ed Fast Trade Tools Workshop and Information Sessions regarding the EDC Global
Economic Forecast, and a Senior Business Expert Panel on Global Opportunities for Small Businesses took place
in September 2015.
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HealthAchieve: Clinical Documentation Equals Data Quality
CHIMA was once again pleased to host a 90 Minute HIM Track Session on Monday, November 2nd from 1:303pm, on “Clinical Documentation Equals Data Quality”. For more information regarding this session, please
see page 8, under Membership Services.
Presentations at Data Analytics Summit:
(1) Clinical Documentation and HIM Maintain Effective Clinical Documentation to Avoid a Domino Effect on
Data Quality
Gail Crook and Tamara Stefanits, VP CHIMA, presented to a large audience regarding the quality of clinical
documentation and how it directly impacts the coded data submitted to CIHI. Quality data and information is
crucial for healthcare and the system. Participants heightened their knowledge of the consequences of clinical
documentation for data and information quality. Attendees learned more about national and government
institutional data uses; the importance of a data governance structure; how key HIM skills are crucial to
upholding data quality; and how to obtain tangible Clinical Documentation Improvement (CDI) tips, tools and
strategies for their organizations.
(2) Talent recruitment and development: Establish key strategies for hiring and training skilled data scientists
to implement effective data analytics programs.
Kelly Abrams (CCHIM), Shirley Fenton (NIHI), Dr. Carolyn McGregor (UOIT), and Trevor Strome (Winnipeg
Regional Health Authority) participated in a panel presentation on Talent recruitment and development of HI
and HIM professionals. Increasingly complex data means there is a greater need for specialized data analysts
and scientists. Currently, there is a shortage of this talent across all sectors. The session focused on the
development of strategies for successful recruitment and training in health organizations. Advice on attracting
the right people included a) develop an action plan to recruit or train for skill-sets needed in the future, b) work
with academic institutions to prepare students with the skills required, c) offer competitive employment
packages, and d) train specialists from within your organization.
IWB Conference, Halifax - Information Without Borders 2016 Conference “Managing Health Information:
Technologies and Strategies for the 21st Century”. Gail Crook was invited to speak as a keynote at this
significant event for both students and information professionals in Nova Scotia on February 10, 2016. This
conference fostered an open, intellectual atmosphere, and explored the management of health information as
it relates to managing health care data and records, access and retrieval of health information and the
transformative possibilities of information technologies like Health Informatics.

Internationally
In addition to promoting the profession nationally, CHIMA and its colleagues have been working internationally
to strengthen and profile the HIM profession.
International Federation of Health Information Management Associations (IFHIMA)
The CHIMA Board of Directors nominates and elects a HIM Professional to the International Federation of
Health Information Management (IFHIMA). Marci MacDonald from Oakville, Ontario, has served in this
capacity for the last six (6) years. She has contributed immensely to the work of IFHIMA and has represented
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the Canadian HIM profession. She was appointed by her peers at IFHIMA as the incoming Chair; and in
October 2016 Marci will become the Chair of IFHIMA. Marci and Kelly Abrams (VP CCHIM) are members of the
joint AHIMA/IFHIMA Global Health Workforce Committee and the Global Academic Curricula Competencies for
Health Information Professionals, which was published in June 2015.
(see http://www.ahima.org/about/global/global-health-workforce-council)

Involvement by other Canadian HIMs in international work included participation in WHO/FIC indicators and
the newly developed ICD-11. It will be interesting to see if and/or when Canada (Canadian Institute for Health
Information - CIHI) adopts and moves to the 11th version of ICD. This is an incredible achievement. Marci
represented not only Canada, but IFHIMA at many venues this last year.
Health Information Management Association Australian (HIMAA)
A Reciprocal Certification Working Group has been formed between CHIMA and the Health Information
Management Association of Australia (HIMAA). Under the terms of a Memorandum of Understanding both
associations have been working towards the signing of a joint certification reciprocation agreement, which
would allow members from both countries to challenge each others exams and become certified in each
country. Signing of the agreement will take place at the Tokyo IFHIMA Congress in October 2016.
Developing Countries
CHIMA is working with the Ministry of Health of Jamaica and HIM professionals from Ghana, in support of the
HIM profession in developing countries. We have been offering our support to their work and sharing our
materials when appropriate.
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MEMBER SERVICES
This has been a very busy year for CHIMA’s Member Services, with a focus on enriching the value and benefit
of membership for all member types. As of April 2016, our total membership numbers are as follows:





Certified Member
Retired Member
Student Member
Affiliate Individual Member

4,250
114
715
17

Highlights of accomplishments for Member Services and Communication include:

Membership - Billing Process – Implementation efficiencies in the annual membership billing process has
now surpassed the traditional paper billing. This represents the second year of e-Billing which has provided
members with the ability to remit payments on-line. To-date, member response has been positive, and has
also proven to be an efficient, cost-effective and an environmentally friendly service.

Strengthen Member Relations Team (SMRT):
SMRT is comprised of representatives from the various CHIMA member types and from across the national
geographic regions. SMRT serves as a representative voice of the membership to provide meaningful and
beneficial feedback/suggestions to CHIMA, in an effort to identify opportunities to strengthen member
relations.

Health Information Professionals Week (HIPW): The Domino Effect of Data Quality:
This celebratory week was dedicated to recognizing HIM professionals for their valuable contributions to the
health care industry. The 2015 HIPW was a great success, and many groups’ submitted photos and articles
highlighting their exciting HIPW 2015 experience! Through ongoing support and contribution towards the HIM
profession, the 2015 HIPW raised awareness of the thousands of Health Information Management
professionals who perform their duties masterfully throughout the year.
The 2015 HIPW theme was entitled “The Domino Effect of Data Quality”. While data quality is everyone’s
responsibility, CHIMA certified HIM professionals are recognized as the leading source of HIM knowledge,
encompassing the entire Lifecycle of Health Information. Many
members joined the celebration to spread our message of
awareness and pride by taking part in HIPW 2015.
A list of suggested activities, online documents, articles, posters,
and promotional items, such as the Domino Effect T-Shirt, were
available to aid members in promoting and educating the general
public about the HIM profession.
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CHIMA Connection: The CHIMA Connection continues to be an informative electronic publication that
keeps our members, as well as external stakeholders apprised of timely information related to the HIM
community. We were delighted to highlight the following HIM members under the Member Spotlight
section over the past year: Shebnum Devji, BC (May/June 2015); Claire Rigter, BC (September 2015); Joy
Reyno, NS (November 2015); and Margaret Penchoff, NB (January 2016).

Social Media: The game is always changing, and social media is key to fostering connections nationally and
internationally. In today’s world, it is essential to have the ability to connect with one another professionally
and socially.
CHIMA’s social media audience continues to grow at a steady pace, with many in the health care industry
following us and providing their comments and opinions.
We encourage you to play an active role in HIM and related health care industry discussions, news and
events, using the social media setting! Connect with HIM industry leaders and establish a presence among
your peers. Get involved and be a part of our growing social media by joining us on LinkedIn, Facebook and
Twitter.

HealthAchieve: Clinical Documentation Equals Data Quality
HealthAchieve has long been one of the largest and most respected health care events in North America – a
principal gathering place for health care and business leaders.
CHIMA was once again pleased to host a 90 Minute HIM Track Session on Monday, November 2nd from 1:303pm, on “Clinical Documentation Equals Data Quality”.
Clinical documentation in the health record greatly influences data and information quality. Clinical
documentation also directly impacts the quality of the clinical coded data submitted to the Canadian Institute
of Health Information (CIHI) by HIM professionals. That data is critical to the health care system, patients,
providers, decision-makers and funders.
A HIM panel session focused on the importance of clinical documentation and how improving it can make a
significant difference in the quality of data. A collaborative panel provided their perspectives and discussed the
effect that poor clinical documentation has on clinical and administrative decision-making, planning, service
delivery outcomes and funding. In addition, the session also provided clinical documentation improvement
(CDI) tips, tools and strategies for participants at this session to adopt in order to improve data quality.
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CHAPTERS – The New Chapter in the Story of CHIMA
Over the past year, the Canadian Health Information Management Association (CHIMA), in conjunction with
each Provincial Association, made tremendous progress in moving forward to a new model of shared
governance - a National Association with Chapters. This was a monumental event for CHIMA, the Canadian
College of Health Information Management (CCHIM), the Health Information Management (HIM®) profession
and the health care industry. This collaboration and change in model will see the HIM profession and the
industry continue to thrive and build on its past heritage. The development of this new Chapter Model will
allow for a more inclusive, equitable and collaborative approach, accessible by all HIM professionals across
Canada.
It is extremely important to formally acknowledge the important and valuable role, contribution and
accomplishment of each Provincial Association since their establishment. Starting in 1949 the first Letters
Patent for Health Record Technician (HRT) was secured in Ontario. From that time forward all Provinces
applied for separate Letters Patent to form ten (10) Provincial Associations. It is through their membership
and active participation on the National Health Information Management Alliance (NHIMA) over the years
that we were able to overcome barriers and challenges to move to this new and exciting model. NHIMA held
its last meeting on December 9, 2015 with a celebration for the work accomplished and recognition of the
bright future ahead for all CHIMA members. Each Provincial Association is to be recognized for their insight
and collaboration and for their strong support and acceptance of the Chapter Model.

CHIMA also unveiled and implemented a new Branding strategy, including logos, for the National Association
which incorporates and reflects each CHIMA Chapter. In addition, each Chapter has a dedicated area on the
CHIMA website.
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Christine Bolduc, BBA, BS, CHIM, was appointed as the interim Chapter Liaison in November 2015. As the
interim Chapter Liaison, Christine worked closely with the Chapter Team, lead by Tamara Stefanits, VP
CHIMA, in preparation of the launch of the eight (8) new CHIMA Chapters, effective March 1, 2016.
A significant amount of work was undertaken to finalize the transition from individual Provincial Associations
to a Chapter. Through strong communication and consultation with the membership, numerous legal and
reporting details were finalized, and each Provincial Association officially dissolved their legal and financial
status.
Incorporation of the new Chapter structure has resulted in re-organization of many of the operational
functions of the Executive office, including financial reporting, revisions to policies and procedures and
operational reporting, development of new reports and other functions. Chapter centric reports including
financial reporting, performance indicator monitoring and other metrics were also developed.
Each Chapter established a Chapter Committee, including a Chair, a Chair-Elect and a Secretary/Treasurer as
well as five members at large (maximum of 8 in total).
One of the key benefits of being a CHIMA and Chapter member will be an increased number of Continuing
Professional Education (CPE) sessions and other networking opportunities. Many of these events will be
offered at no charge to members in order to support ongoing professional development and education on
topics that are relevant both locally and provincially.
A Chapter e-Manual, which represents a true pan-Canadian collaboration, has been developed and circulated
to assist each Chapter as they transition.
These are very exciting times at CHIMA, for HIMs in Canada and for the health information profession in
Canada. All for One, One for All!

As NHIMA Chair, Margie Taylor expressed:
“I congratulate everyone involved for their dedication striving
to create this new Chapter model. It has been my pleasure
chairing for NHIMA these past years and I thank you for the
opportunity”.
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Canadian College of Health Information Management (CCHIM)
CCHIM has continued to focus on the many projects underway to promote and advance the HIM
profession. The Council on Education and Professional Practice (CEPP) and CCHIM staff have worked
diligently over the past year to ensure quality education and certification opportunities, and to support
accreditation of new and ongoing HIM programs.
Below are updates on the College’s work and achievements over the past year:

Development of New Exam Database
As part of the CHIMA/CCHIM improvements to our client relations management (CRM) systems, CCHIM is
working with our vendor the MPower group in the development of an examination database. The
introduction of a database to support the work of the Exam Sub-Committee, to decrease the human
resource burden, and to streamline exam development processes, is necessary to maintain and enhance
the delivery of a national examination of continuing high quality.

Workforce Transformation (WFT) and the HIM Career Matrix Tool
The HIM career matrix is still under development with the final review and approval estimated to take place
in June 2016. The HIM career matrix has seven (7) competency areas and four levels professionalism. The
seven competency areas are:
1. Health Information Analytics & Research
2. Information Governance (IG)
3. Business Intelligence & Sustainability
4. Health Information Management (HIM)
5. HIM Standards
6. Privacy & Security
7. HI/HIM Education
The levels of professionalism are entry/emerging (0 to 3 years experience), intermediate (3 to 7+ years
experience and continued education), advanced (7+ years and advanced education), and master level (10+
years experience in higher level health positions plus advanced education).
The career matrix will include job role descriptions that HIM professionals and others interested in the
profession can use to learn about the full range of jobs available in the HIM environment; to learn what
skills, additional certifications, or advanced education may be required to move into higher level positions
or across the different competencies, and to provide a tool to use for career development planning. The
career matrix tool should be available for viewing on the CHIMA website by fall 2016.

Advanced Certifications in Health Information Management
The work towards advanced certifications is continuing.
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Terminology Standards: In 2013, Canada Health Infoway and the Canadian Health Information Management
Association (CHIMA) partnered together in the development of a Canadian clinical terminology professional
certification. The work was informed by input from a national advisory group that was established to support
this effort. The 2009 and 2014 Health Informatics and Health Information Management Human Resource
sector studies supported and reinforced the need for action on Terminology Standards skill development
(O’Grady, 20092; Prism Economics & Analysis [Prism], 20143). In January 2016, the final draft curriculum
document was circulated nationally and internationally for an open comment period. The positive feedback
from the eHealth community in Canada and around the world has been outstanding and the document is now
finalized and complete.
The Terminology Standards certification program is aimed at anyone working in eHealth with an interest in or
job related to terminologies, EHR interoperability, and/or coding classification. The length of the program will
be dependent on its academic setting; however, it is expected that the programs will be developed with
working students in mind. The estimated start date for program delivery and student intake (based on
estimates from two academic institutions) is 2017 or 2018. Program accreditation and national certification
will be administered by the Canadian College of Health Information Management.
The Canadian Terminology Standards Curricular Competencies document was developed to support postsecondary curricular development specialists and professors/instructors in the creation of a standardized
program for a Canadian Terminology Standards certification. Highlights of the benefits associated with the
decision to move forward with a specialty certification in Terminology Standards include:


Development of national core learning content;



Standardization of specified content;



A recognized national credential to highlight the specialized expertise/knowledge in this area;



Confidence in the credential by potential employers through the requirement for ongoing continuing
education to maintain the currency of the credential;



Quality assurance, continuous improvement, and ongoing support for educational programs through
the accreditation process.

Coding Classification:
The Canadian Health Information Management Association (CHIMA), with the support of the Canadian
Institute for Health Information (CIHI), is investigating the feasibility of and industry need for an advanced
certification in coding classification (i.e., coding elements from the health record according to classification
systems). Surveys were circulated in October to November 2015 to four stakeholder groups – Health
system data users, HIM directors/managers, HIM coders, and HIM students. The surveys were an important
first step in the investigation. Response to the surveys was impressive and the feedback supports the need
for a Canadian coding certification program. The business case development is now underway and it is
expected that it will be presented to the CHIMA Board of Directors and CIHI senior team by June 2016.

2

O’Grady, J. (2009). Health informatics and health information management: Human resources report. Toronto, Canada. Retrieved from
https://www.echima.ca/media/documents/HIHIM_report_E_web.pdf

3

Prism Economics and Analysis. (2014). Health informatics and health information management: Human resources outlook, 2014 – 2019. Toronto: Author.
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Clinical Documentation Improvement (CDI): The work on CDI is advancing with further development on
the CDI workshop content as noted in the Professional Development section of this document. A CDI
certification is still under advisement; however, further work has been delayed until completion is reached
on other outstanding projects and resources.
Decision Support/Data Analytics: The work on a Decision Support/Data Analytics certification program has
been delayed until such time as resources become available.

HIM Lifecycle:
Health information lifecycle management goes beyond the lifecycle of the traditional paper record and is
built on long-standing international standards for records management. With the move from a paper-based
environment and emphasis on the ‘physical’ record, HIM practice now focuses on the ‘content’ of that
record – the ‘information’ it contains, whether contained in one record, or many repositories that link to
form a complete picture of care for a given individual. The HIM Lifecycle document was developed to
provide a summary of the best practices and principles related to managing health information throughout
its lifecycle – from initial collection and capture of data through its organization, maintenance and
preservation in a secure and private environment, its use and disclosure via authorized and authenticated
paths, to its final disposition and destruction. Initial considerations related to planning and governance
ensure that proper policies and procedures are in place that respect and take into account all relevant
legislation and regulations to provide more efficient and effective information use and, finally, evaluation
procedures that can be used to assess the effectiveness of the organization’s information management (IM)
policies and use. In that regard it is expected that this document will be useful to a wide range and size of
organizations and facilities as well as within clinician’s practices.
The HIM Lifecycle will be ready for publication in spring/summer 2016. We want to thank all the people
who contributed to work over the years – without you, this document would not be a reality.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT and Continuing Professional Education (CPEs)
Professional development activity continues to respond to the needs identified by members, including
opportunities for coursework towards certification and academic degrees to informal learning
opportunities such as workshops.
The College is passionate about providing quality training to our students; and supporting our current
members by providing needed information to allow for up-skilling. Always striving to provide quality
learning modules, relevant to HIM professionals, the following sessions were offered in 2015/16:
 January – The Power of Clinical Language: Breaking through Silos: Unlocking the Potential of
Clinical Information with Terminology Services
 February - Connecting health care information to create an integrated EHR – Ontario’s connectivity
strategy revealed
 February – Enterprise Information Management
Many of these sessions were recorded and are available on the CHIMA website for purchase.
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Clinical Documentation Improvement (CDI) Workshop: In January, CHIMA hosted the newly revised and
expanded workshop, Clinical Documentation Improvement (CDI) in Toronto, ON, in partnership with the
Ontario Hospital Association (OHA). This was the first educational offering that CHIMA has presented in
partnership with the OHA.
The workshop was facilitated by Akeela Jamal, MBA, CHIM, and focused on the importance of quality
documentation to improve patient outcomes and provide for better planning and delivery of services.
Representatives from the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) were present and provided
information on how emerging trends in eHealth and digital health technologies can transform the way health
data are captured and standardized information flows across the system.
Over the course of 2 days, participants were introduced to the concept of CDI, reasons for implementing a CDI
program, the role of a CDI specialist; as well as a review of or introduction to coding directives, physician query
templates, and a chart audit tool. Lastly, the participants were shown how to leverage the electronic health
record to improve documentation within their organization.

Professional Practice Briefs (PPBs)
The initial idea and creation of a professional practice brief is based on a need identified by the HIM
community. It may be brought forward by a CHIMA member or from an educator supporting a senior student
in the research and publication process (a required component of the HIM curriculum). PPBs are created and
designed to advance health information professional practice, to support the HIM professional and the HIM
profession in the delivery of quality healthcare in a variety of settings. Authors (usually two or more individuals
who have expressed an interest in the topic area and have volunteered to research and write the content),
reviewers (who are subject matter experts), and an editor, each play a role in the publication of a PPB.
CCHIM produced three (3) new PPBs in 2015/16. These included Naming Clinical Forms, Privacy Impact
Assessment (PIA), and Utilization Management. These PPBs were highlighted in various CHIMA Connection
eNewsletters and are available on the Member’s Only Section of the eCHIMA website.

Publications
Study Guide - Educators and subject matter experts from across the HIM profession created the content for a
study guide to be used in conjunction with the Fundamentals of Health Information Management textbook,
2nd edition. In 2015, the Fundamentals of Health Information Management Study Guide was completed and
published.
Two articles on HIM - co-authored by Dr. Candace Gibson (the Council on Education and Professional Practice’s
University Liaison) and Kelly Abrams; one written with Gail Crook - were published in peer-reviewed journals in
2015. The articles and reference details are:
Gibson, C.J., Abrams, K.J., & Crook, G. (2015). Health information management workforce transformation:
New roles, new skills and experiences in Canada. Perspectives in Health Information Management.
Retrieved from http://perspectives.ahima.org/health-information-management-workforcetransformation-new-roles-new-skills-and-experiences-in-canada/#.VvLuOuIrLIU
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Gibson C.J., Dixon ,B.E., & Abrams, K.J. (2015). Convergent evolution of health information management
and health informatics – a perspective on the future of information professionals in health care. Applied
Clinical Informatics, 6. dx.doi.org/10.4338/ACI-2014-09-RA-0077

Accreditation and Credentialing – Diploma and Undergraduate Programs
Congratulations are extended to Westervelt College in London, Ontario, for becoming a brand new CCHIM
accredited HIM program. Two other diploma programs underwent a re-accreditation in 2015-16, Saskatchewan
Polytechnic and Red River College.
The CCHIM HIM Program Accreditation Standards were updated in 2015 to incorporate feedback from key
stakeholders from the communities of interest. The updates were approved by the Council on Education and
Professional Practice (CEPP) and shared with accredited HIM programs to incorporate into their processes and
curriculum.

National Certification Examination - Graduates
In the 2015/16 fiscal year CCHIM hosted a total of five (5) National Certification Examinations (NCE).
The 2015 overall results for the national certification examinations are:

TOTAL (%)

Pass
205 (81%)

Fail
48 (19%)

Total
253 (100%)

CCHIM is pleased to announce that three (3) HIM graduates achieved the requirements for the Honour
Award in 2015/16. This award is bestowed to those individuals who have attained a final overall
examination mark of 85% or higher:
 Hajira Tabassum, ON
 Soyoung Powley, ON
 Melissa Gannon, ON

National Certification Examination (NCE) - Exam Sub Committee
The preparation of the NCE each year is largely supported by a group of volunteers from across Canada.
This sub committee of the Council on Education and Professional Practice (CEPP) is comprised of educators,
subject matter experts, and CCHIM staff. The sub committee members meet via phone and WebEx a
minimum of six (6) times throughout the year. Their role is to support new question development and
ensure rigor in the existing exam questions. Special thanks are extended to the 2015/16 sub committee
members: Kandise Froese (BC), Mildred Colter (AB), Lori Knight (SK), Patricia Hewes (ON), Carolyn Nicholson
(NS).
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Recognizing EXCELLENCE
The Tribute to Excellence honours a CHIMA member whose professional
practice exemplifies excellence in health information management. We are
proud to present this award to Dr. Candace Gibson (ON).
In addition to receiving her Ph.D. in nutritional biochemistry in 1977, Candace has
made major achievements in biomedical research, and was appointed as the
Assistant Dean, Basic Medical Sciences Undergraduate Education at the Schulich
Medicine and Dentistry School at the University of Western Ontario.
Candace has also made significant contributions to the health
information management profession, through her involvement on the
Council on Education and Professional Practice over the last six (6)
years, as an Educational Consultant/Academic Advisor; her
involvement on numerous Task Teams including LOHIM; the HIM
Lifecycle Task Team; and her participation on the editorial team for the
Fundamentals of Health Information Management Textbook in 2008;
and as co-editor of the second edition. Candace also served as Vice
Chair, then Chair of the Board from 2011-2013.
Candace is a life-long learner and educator. In her role as an HIM
educator, she finds the most rewarding part of her job is to mentor the next generation and provide them with
an appreciation of the history of the Association and what the future can hold. “I want to instill in my students
that they can be leaders in the HIM profession”.
“As a woman in non-traditional female roles often times I struggled to define my career on my own”. Because
of his work in critical care and interest in health information technology, Dr. Bill Sibbald spurred Candace on to
explore options in Health Information Management and Health Informatics. “When the call came to the
universities to implement HIM programs, Bill was instrumental in this project, and shaped the direction I took
in my career”, said Candace.
Over the past 20 years, Candace has interacted with many people at all levels. As a scientist and researcher,
Candace’s work tends to be more competitive, but she finds “the HIM profession is personable and
giving. HIMs are an incredible group, who are warm and helpful, and it has been a joy to work in this field”.
Candace’s message to all HIMs is “BE BOLD! This is a time of real critical importance for HIMs in terms of
where the profession is going and it is incumbent on HIMs to shape their own future. Be bold, step up and
shape your future and the future of the HIM profession and take on greater responsibilities and leadership
roles”.

Congratulations, Candace!
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Recognizing EXCELLENCE
The Volunteer Award honours a CHIMA member who has made a significant and
meaningful contribution to the delivery of services to CHIMA members through
volunteer efforts. We are proud to present this award to Margie Taylor (NS).
Margie has been described as a volunteer extraordinaire! She is an engaged talented
leader who is always willing to offer assistance no matter the task. Margie states that
“being a part of the growth of the profession through volunteerism has provided her with a wider perspective and
allowed her to network with many different groups”. Margie has served as
a volunteer in many capacities, including President of the Nova Scotia
Health Information Management Association (NSHIMA), and as Chair of the
National Health Information Management Alliance (NHIMA). Margie’s
leadership came to the forefront during the discussions of moving from
Provincial Associations to the Chapter Model. Her willingness to adapt to
any situation, her vision during times of adversity, and desire to seek out
change, makes her a remarkable team player and leader. “I want to be
involved to contribute to the profession –it’s very rewarding” says Margie.
Margie started off in Medical Transcription 35 years ago. Early in her career
an opportunity arose where the Hospital she was employed, offered sponsorship for students to take the Continuing
Distance Education (CDE) Health Information Management (HIM) program, and Margie took it. She was certified in
2005, and as Margie says, “I’ve never looked back”.
Margie feels that mentoring the HIM students at the Aberdeen during their practicum is important work as “they are
the HIM future” she says.
Margie is considered an engaging talented leader who is always willing to offer assistance whatever the task. Her
passion for health information management is second to none. She has a strong belief that HIM professionals should
promote their profession, and she never misses an opportunity to do so yourself, particularly during Health
Information Management Professionals Week celebrations.
Margie has been described as an honest, kind, fun loving person who is an excellent communicator who engages,
inspires and motives others. She is a dedicated HIM professional who encourages students to take on leadership
roles, as well as demonstrating exceptional leadership skills when mentoring HIM students and inspire them to
achieve excellence.
“It certainly is an honor to have been chosen for such a prestigious award considering all the talent that is within the
HIM profession across Canada”. Margie believes that all HIMs should never miss an opportunity to promote the
profession as “we do important work in health care”, she says.

Congratulations, Margie!
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Recognizing EXCELLENCE
The Volunteer Award honours a CHIMA member who has made a significant and
meaningful contribution to the delivery of services to CHIMA members through
volunteer efforts. We are proud to present this award to Darlene Popowich
(AB).
Over the last number of years, Darlene has been a champion promoting the
Health Information Management (HIM) profession, and has worked passionately
to improve data quality. During her career, Darlene has worked in the public sector and helped navigate
changes that resulted in one regional health authority for the province of Alberta. She has willingly shared
her expertise and learned from other knowledgeable people to communicate the importance of the HIM
profession.
Darlene is a strong advocate of Data Quality. “Data quality is key!
HIMs need to look at data from all different perspectives to
understand the very detailed data, in order to achieve good
analysis”.
Darlene has been involved in numerous projects and has taken an
active leadership role in data quality improvement initiatives with a
diverse list of stakeholders including with the Canadian Institute for
Health Information (CIHI) team, who are working with the NACRS
data collection, in an effort to standardize the data nationally.
“The future in the data collection in all areas of HIM will help make a difference in the clinical world, said
Darlene. As we start using data more for funding, benchmarking, etc. the future will be very different in
terms of the way HIMs do their work. Our work is connected to so many areas, such as Finance and
Registration, and by working with other professionals we will make an impact”.
Darlene has been a great ambassador for the health information management profession, and has
expressed her thanks for this award, however noted that “it is everyone together that is making a
difference”.

Congratulations, Darlene!
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Recognizing EXCELLENCE
The Promising New Professional Award honours a graduate student member
who has demonstrated outstanding academic achievement at the time of being
a student, and displays excellent work ethics that embodies the Mission, Vision
and Values of CHIMA CHIMA. We are proud to present this award to Danielle
Renaud (BC).
Danielle graduated in 2012 with honours from Douglas College, and successfully
challenged the CHIMA National Certification Exam. She was one of only six candidates nationwide who met
the requirements for the Honour Award that year.
Danielle says that “I enjoy working with the HIM Team at the Lower
Mainland in BC. Everyone is so positive and patient, and they always
take time to lend a helping hand”.
Since joining the Providence Healthcare, she has taken on many
challenges; one of those challenges was SNOMED-CT. What started as
a practicum presentation turned into a national initiative, one that
Danielle is passionate about. In addition, Danielle helped to co-author
the CHIMA published SNOMED-CT Primer, and states that “I’m
passionate about this project and I’ve learned to be a good
communicator through presenting to HIM leaders and professionals, as
well as a Webinar for the Health Records Association of British
Columbia (HRABC). Danielle states that ‘volunteering to co-author the
SNOMED CT primer was also a great way to learn more about writing
and editing a professional documents”.
Health Information Management was not Danielle’s first choice of careers. Danielle actually worked as an
Ultrasound Technologist, and before that as an X-Ray Technologist. After 20 years, she made a change in
career path, based on conversations with a friend who had been in the field for more than 20 years herself.
“I am surprised, honoured and humbled by this award, and I want to thank everyone who made this possible”.
The message Danielle wants to share with her colleagues is that “HIM jobs are important in the world of health
care, and we all need to have a voice and believe we are important. While we’re not in direct patient care, our
role is just as valuable, and we need to be proud of our role”.

Congratulations, Danielle!
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Recognizing EXCELLENCE
Honourary Life Member Award (HLM)
Awards are an integral part of the Canadian Health Information Management Association’s (CHIMAs)
cyclical processes. With the launch of the new ‘CHIMA with Chapters’, a full review of the status of each of
the Provincial Association’s awards was undertaken in conjunction with the CHIMA Pinnacle Awards.
Prior to each Provincial Association’s dissolution a number of honourary members were identified. The
CHIMA Board of Directors has upheld these awards, and has granted a one-time consideration of these
honourary members.
This award recognizes an individual who has advanced the ideals of CHIMA, has demonstrated expertise in
health information management and professional practice, as well as a commitment to volunteerism and
the College.
The following individuals have been bestowed with the Honourary Life Member Award.
Joan MacDonald, NS

Gary Arnold, BC

Roseanne Gallant, AB

Keli Swinnard (BC)
Gail Crook, ON

Congratulations Everyone!
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Financial OVERVIEW
The following is a report of CHIMA’s financial results for the 2015/16 fiscal year. The Board of Directors
approved the 2015/16 budget with a projected deficit of ($31,747). The CHIMA staff was diligent in its
financial responsibilities and in fact ended the fiscal year with a surplus of $34,095 which includes
amortization adjustments. The PricewaterhouseCoopersLLP report was based on Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP).
This has been an exciting and rewarding year. Not only did we collectively achieve a framework for the new
Chapter Model, thereby changing CHIMA’s history, and broaden our horizons, but we did it with a high level of
engagement from the Provincial Associations and all CHIMA members. This far reaching transformation of both
the Association/College will enable all HIM professionals to sail into a new future.
Over the past year, the Canadian Health Information Management Association (CHIMA), in conjunction
with each Provincial Association, made tremendous progress in moving forward to a new model of shared
governance - a National Association with Chapters. This was a monumental event for CHIMA, the Canadian
College of Health Information Management (CCHIM), the Health Information Management (HIM®)
profession and the health care industry.
In collaboration with the rebranding exercise, CHIMA continued to enhance, evolve and grow the HIM
profession, and pave a new and enlightened pathway through a strong advocacy campaign. CHIMA met with
and educated each Provincial Ministry of Health across Canada over the past 12 months on the value-add of
the HIM professional. The Board of Directors and Executive Staff have profiled CHIMA and CCHIM and its many
valuable members that are the very foundation of the HIM profession to Deputy Ministers, Assistant Deputy
Ministers, Policy Makers, and key HIM Stakeholders.
CHIMA/CCHIM was applauded for our forward thinking, and commitment to advancing data quality, HIM
standards, and analytics on behalf of the health care industry. Each Ministry has expressed that quality data is
essential to improving health care, outcomes and efficiencies, and to advance health care funding models,
being adopted by Ministries of Health. The CEO and Board Directors will continue to meet with Ministries of
Health seeking support for funding to accelerate our work.
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The following is an excerpt from the April 28, 2016 PricewaterhouseCoopersLLP Independent Auditor’s Report:
Opinion
In our opinion, the combined financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position
of the Canadian Health Information Management Association and Canadian College of Health Information
Management as at February 29, 2016 and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the year ended
February 29, 2016 in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations.

Chartered Professional Accountants, Licensed Public Accountants

Canadian Health Information Management Association and
Canadian College of Health Information Management
Summary Statement of Revenues and Expenses
As at February 29, 2016

2016

2016

2015

2015

Budget
$

Actual
$

Budget
$

Actual
$

Revenues

$1,436,102

$1,508,100

$1,565,426

$1,487,140

Expenses

($1,467,849)

($1,421,021)

($1,568,008)

($1,381,379)

($31,747)

$87,079

($2,582)

$105,761

Excess (deficiency) of revenue over expenses
Amortization
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenses
for the year
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$ ($31,747)

($52,984)
$34,095

$ ($2,582)

($65,551)
$40,210
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Canadian Health Information Management Association and
Canadian College of Health Information Management 2016
As at February 29, 2016
Property and
Equipment
Fund

Operating
Fund
$

$

$

Chapter
Fund

$

Endowment
Fund
$

2016
Total

2015
Total

$

Assets
Current
Long term
Total assets

$1,314,460

$ -

$70,420

$21,404

$1,406,284

$1,084,807

$-

$159,614

$ -

$ -

$159,614

$171,098

$1,314,460

$159,614

$70,420

$21,404

$1,565,898

$1,255,905

$1,544,641

$ -

$ -

$ -

$1,544,641

$1,268,743

$221,909

$ -

$ -

$ -

$221,909

$240,088

$1,766,550

$ -

$ -

$ -

$1,766,550

$1,508,831

($445,428)

$171,098

$ -

$21,404

($252,926)

($202,053)

$16,659

($52,984)

$70,420

$ -

$34,095

$40,210

$18,179

($91,083)

$ -

$ -

Liabilities
Current
Long term
Total liabilities
Fund balances
Opening
Excess of revenues over
expenses (expenses over
revenue) for the year
Earnings from C.H.I.M.
Information Consulting Inc.
Interfund transfers

ng
Total liabilities and fund
balances

$18,179
($41,500)

$41,500

($452,090)

$159,614

$70,420

$21,404

($200,652)

($252,926)

$1,314,460

$159,614

$70,420

$21,404

$1,565,898

$1,255,905

A full set of audited financial statements for the fiscal year ending February 29, 2016 are available upon request. Please
contact Laurie-Ann Duguay at 519-438-6700 extension 233 or via email at Laduguay@echima.ca
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2015/16 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
CHIMA Board of Directors
Executive of the Board
Kathleen Addison, Chair (AB)
Charmaine Shaw, Vice Chair (ON)
Robert Van Oort, Secretary/Treasurer (ON)
Members of the Board
Christine Bolduc, BBA, BS, CHIM
Karen Carlson, CEPP, Chair (AB)
Sandra Cotton (ON)
Gail Crook (ON)
Nancy Haugen (BC)
Marlene Raasok (ON)
Altaf Stationwala (ON)
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, Research and Business Development

Strengthen Capability in Marketing and

99 Enterprise Drive South, Lower Level
London, ON N6N 1B9
519-438-6700
www.echima.ca
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